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Elizabeth Rogers 
Attorney 
301-841-3845 
ecrogers@lerchearly.com 
 
Steven A. Robins 
Attorney 
301-657-0747 
sarobins@lerchearly.com 

 
November 22, 2022 
 
Ms. Grace Bogdan 
M-NCPPC 
2425 Reedie Drive, 14th Floor 
Wheaton, MD  
 
 
RE: Corso Chevy Chase LMA 
 Applicant’s First Resubmission 
 Comment/Response Letter 
 

Dear Grace: 

 Thank you for your review and comprehensive comments on the Local Map Amendment 
application for 7100 Connecticut Avenue (“Corso Chevy Chase”).  Our team has received your comments 
and offer the following responses: 

 

LEAD REVIEW 

1. Add proposed publicly accessible retail location to the floating zone plan.  
- The retail location has been added to the Floating Zone Plan as requested.  

 
2. Open Space for standard method development must be in a contiguous space (Section 

59.6.3.6.B.1.d). Please remove proposed POS along southern portion of Connecticut frontage. 
Consider adding space into the site along Thornapple frontage and/or expanding proposed POS 
along the northern portion of the Connecticut Avenue frontage.  
- The public open space on the southern-most portion of the Connecticut Avenue frontage 

(south of the egress driveway) has been removed from the public open space calculations as 
requested. The public open space in front of the gate house has been retained as it is an 
important component of the public open space offerings provided by the Project. This area 
serves as a gateway feature for the project and is intended to include seating and a 
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fountain/focal element that will provide opportunities for informal social gathering and 
passive relaxation along this prominent street frontage. Each of the two main areas of public 
open space meet the design requirements contained in Section 6.3.6.B.1 of the Zoning 
Ordinance, as they are each a minimum of 15 feet wide, abut a public sidewalk, include 
seating and shade, and are contiguous unto themselves.  
  

3. Submit precedents for open space concept and furnishings.  
- Precedent images for the design of the public open space have been included with this 

resubmission. The landscape, hardscape and furnishings for the public open space will be 
finalized at time of Site Plan.  

 
4. Please provide confirmation from DPS Zoning the setback from Woodside Place is a side setback 

and not a front setback. 
- The Property is a corner lot. Per Section 1.4.2 of the Zoning Ordinance, “[o]n a corner lot, the 

owner must elect which lot line is the front lot line.” The Applicant has elected for 
Connecticut Avenue, where the Property is currently addressed from, to be the front lot line. 
As such, Woodside Place and Thornapple will be side lot lines and comply with the side/side 
street setback requirements. We understand from follow-up discussions with Staff that DPS 
did not have any issues on this application and Staff has removed this comment.   

 
5. Provide sections showing conceptual conformance with the Residential Compatibility height 

provisions, to be finalized at site plan.  
- The Applicant has provided with this resubmission building sections showing how the Project 

will conform with the Height Compatibility requirements contained in Section 4.1.8 of the 
Zoning Ordinance along the northern, southern and western property boundaries.  The 
Height Compatibility requirements do not apply along Connecticut Avenue given the master 
planned right-of-way width for Connecticut Avenue is more than 80 feet (and thus, no 
residential homes are “confronting” the property).   

 
6. Add screening requirements of Section 59.6.5 to the Floating Zone data table, included in the 

Land Use Report but not the Floating Zone Plan.  
- This information has been added to the Floating Zone data table as requested. 
 

7. Land Use Report references a Stormwater Strategy Plan but could not find in the application 
materials or within other drawings provided, please include in resubmittal.  
- There is not a separate Stormwater Strategy Plan. Rather, the Stormwater Narrative 

required with the LMA is included in the Land Use Report.  The Land Use Report has been 
updated to clarify this.     

 
8. If not already included, please add Chevy Chase Section 3 to the notice list with attention to the 

Village Manager, Andy Leon Harney.  
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- The Applicant has confirmed that Chevy Chase Section 3 (Attn: Andy Leon Harney) is included 
on the notice list.  

 

DESIGN 

1. We recommend adding a binding element requiring architectural features along Connecticut 
Avenue and Thornapple Street that will reduce perceived height to read as four stories plus roof 
level.  
- The Applicant has added the following note to the binding elements: “The architectural 

façades along Connecticut Avenue and Thornapple Street will be designed to read as four (4) 
stories plus roof.”   

 
2. We recommend adding a binding element requiring a minimum number of ground floor entries 

along Thornapple Street and Connecticut Avenue.  
- The Applicant has added the following note to the binding elements: “The Project will 

provide ground floor entrances along both Thornapple Street and Connecticut Avenue 
commensurate with individual units located along these respective facades.”   

 
3. We recommend adding a binding element requiring the porte cochere with upper stories as 

proposed at the site entrance and shown in online renderings. Please confirm vertical clearance 
and habitable space above the porte cochere with MCDPS Fire Access Division. 
- The Applicant has added the following note to the binding elements: “The Project shall 

include a porte cochere at the site entrances, with the exact design and location to be 
finalized at time of Site Plan.” The Applicant understands that any upper stories located 
above the porte cochere at the site entrances must be approved by MCDPS Fire Access 
Division for vertical closure and habitable space. 

 
4. We recommend adding a binding element requiring a gateway feature such as, but not limited 

to, a water fountain near Connecticut Avenue entrance.  
- As mentioned above, the Applicant is committed to providing a fountain or similar gateway 

feature in the public open space along Connecticut Avenue at the entrance to the site. The 
Applicant has added the following binding element: “The Project shall incorporate a fountain 
or similar gateway feature at the main entrance along Connecticut Avenue, with the final 
design to be approved by the Planning Board in connection with the Site Plan.” 

 
5. Provide exhibits showing conceptual massing, renderings, and elevations.  

- Additional, conceptual architectural massing views have been provided with this 
resubmission as requested.  

 
6. Break up the large mass of the northern portion of Phase 2 facing Connecticut Avenue. 
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- While the façade design is conceptual at this stage, the Applicant has used architectural 
techniques to break up the perceived building mass of this façade.  Further refinement of the 
design will be finalized at the time of Site Plan. 

 
7. Provide sections showing building height stepping down and through Connecticut Avenue and 

from building face to curb through Thornapple Street.  
- The Applicant has provided illustrative building sections with this resubmission as requested.  
 

8. Submit fencing diagram showing boundary, with details of height and material, and location of 
secure gates/publicly accessible gates. 
- The Applicant has included a conceptual “Fencing Exhibit” with this resubmission as 

requested.  The exact location, height and materials of the fencing elements will be 
determined at time of Site Plan.  

 
9. Concur with the Town of Chevy Chase on the prohibition of Exterior Insulating and Finish System 

(EIFS) and request it be added to proposed Binding Element #15.  
- The Applicant has updated the applicable binding element to “Vinyl siding and EFIS shall be 

prohibited on all new buildings. “ 
 

TRANSPORTATION 

1. With future submission of the Site Plan provide additional detail about the design vehicle on the 
truck turning templates.  
- The Applicant will provide these details with the subsequent Site Plan submission.  
 

2. With the future submission of the Site Plan provide a discussion of how queuing will be avoided 
on Connecticut Avenue with the installation of a gated entrance.  
- The Property entrance has been designed to accommodate adequate queuing on site and 

has been designed with a separate by-pass lane for residents, so only visitors are required to 
stop at the gate house before entering the Property.  The Applicant will provide additional 
information regarding this design and operations at the time of Site Plan submission.   

 
3. At the time of Preliminary/Site Plan, ensure compliance with the Complete Streets Design 

Guide. 
a. Connecticut Avenue is a Boulevard with a master-planned ROW of 120 feet. Dedication 

along the Site frontage may be required.  
- No additional dedication for Connecticut Avenue is requires as the full 120-foot 

width has previously been dedicated along the Property frontage.  
 

b. Thornapple Street is a Neighborhood Street with a Code-required minimum ROW of 60 
feet. Dedication along the Site frontage may be required. 
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- The Applicant requests clarification as to where the requirement for a 60 -foot right-
of-way for Thornapple Street is located. Currently, Thornapple has a right-of-way 
width of 50 feet, as do many of the surrounding residential streets.  

- Additionally, given the presence of individual single-family homes on this street, 
obtaining the additional dedication required to complete any comprehensive 
widening of Thornapple Street between Connecticut Avenue and Meadow Lane is 
very unlikely.  

- In addition, if a dedication (or reservation) is applicable, the Applicant will request a 
design exception for a modified section due to the existing configuration of the 
section, limitations of topography, and adjacency of large mature trees, that will 
allow the existing section to remain as is.  If dedication is technically required, we 
request it be included in a reservation for future dedication, and have indicated as 
such on the associated plans.  

- The Applicant looks forward to discussing this in more detail at the site this week. 
 

c. Improvements to the sidewalks network will also likely be required at the time of Site 
Plan. Please dimension the proposed sidewalk and buffer improvements. 
- The Applicant is not currently proposing any sidewalk improvements along 

Thornapple Street, per the above. The sidewalk design along Connecticut Avenue will 
be developed during the Site Plan submission.  
 

d. Provide cross sections for all Site frontages with the Site Plan showing existing and any 
proposed changes to the dedicated ROW and curb alignments.  
- The existing street (and sidewalk) sections have been added to the plans as 

requested. The Applicant will include proposed modifications (if any) to the street 
sections with the Site Plan submission.  
 

e. The Pedestrian Master Plan is underway, and this Project may be subject to new 
requirements of that Plan.  
- The Applicant will continue to follow the Pedestrian Master Plan process.    

 

ENVIRONMENT 

PFCP Sheet 1 

1. The project will impact many variance trees and needs to have input from an ISA Certified who 
is also a MD Licensed Tree Care Expert having at least 5 year of related plan preparation 
experience. Need a detailed tree save plan to determine realistic tree preservation and the 
associated variance request/mitigation.  
- The Applicant has contracted with WSSI to explore tree preservation strategies.  The 

Applicant will provide more information once it is available.  
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2. Rather than basing the permanent Category I footprint on the somewhat erratic LOD, please 
refine the conservation easement shapes. Areas which are temporarily disturbed for grading, 
demolition, etc. can be planted back as needed (can use some of the variance mitigation trees 
which are required but not yet shown).  
- The potential Category I Easement footprint is highly-dependent on the location of existing 

forest stands and non-natural elements. Regardless, the perimeter of the Category I 
Easements has updated to be rationalized to the greatest extent practical. 

 
3. It is difficult to see existing/proposed easements - Provide an inset and/or other means to 

clearly show all existing easements to remain along with the proposed utility easements, PUEs, 
PIEs etc. which may preclude the placement of a new Category I conservation easement.  
- The Preliminary Forest Conservation Plan has been updated to more clearly show the 

existing and proposed easements.  
 

4. A conservation easement may be recommended to enhance the screening/compatibility and 
tree protection at the SE corner of site.  
- The Project provides significant amount of forest preservation on-site, including amounts in 

excess of the statutory requirements. As such, the Applicant does not believe that a forest 
conservation easement is necessary at this location and intends to use it for the targeted 
installation new mitigation trees.  The Project will also comply with the height and setback 
compatibility and screening requirements of the Zoning Ordinance in this area and these 
details will be finalized at time of Site Plan.   

 
5. Show where the split-rail fencing is proposed – needed to delineate/protect conservation 

easement for some of the internal areas and near adjacent Lots such as 10 and 24 (and possibly 
others). May be sufficient in some areas to delineate with standard post/signs.  
- These details and protection measures will be finalized in connection with the Final Forest 

Conservation Plan.  The Applicant is not planning on utilizing split-rail fencing, and has 
removed the related detail from the submission, but instead will place forest conservation 
signage in agreed upon locations to be determined at Site Plan and as required by the Forest 
Conservation Law. 

 
6. Address any existing encroachments (such as those associated Lot 10).  

- Existing encroachments have been noted on the plans as requested. 
 

7. Show stormwater management facilities per the submission requirements.  
- Illustrative stormwater management facilities have been added to the plans as requested. 
 

8. Move BRLs to be at least 20’ from conservation easement footprints.  
- The Application does not believe this is a requirement of the Forest Conservation Law and 

therefore no adjustments have been made. 
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9. More separation between buildings and Category I Easement needed along north side of site, 
although cross sections would be helpful to demonstrate adequacy.  
- Additional scale has been added to help identify the areas in question. The buildings have 

been adequately located outside of the Forest Conservation Easement areas to ensure the 
buildings will not have any impacts to the trees within the easement area.  

 
10. A future conservation bank is proposed however it doesn’t appear that the banking criteria is 

met.  
- Acknowledged. The Applicant has revised the plan to remove reference to a forest 

conservation bank.  
 

11. Provide the preparers’ certifications on the next submission.  
- This has been provided with the resubmission as requested.  
 

12. Update notes per NRI 420222220 where applicable (such as note 4).  
- This has been provided with the resubmission as requested.  
 

13. Further clarify that the line of parking blocks in the forest is to be removed. 
- The Preliminary Forest Conservation Plan has been updated to clarify this as requested.  

 
14. Please provide more legible vicinity map. 

- The vicinity map has been updated as requested.  
 

15. Provide M-NCPPC Approval Stamp Placeholder (The top left corner of all drawings must be 
reserved for the Planning Department’s electronic stamp). 
- The block for the approval stamp has been added as requested.  
 

16. The plan drawing must contain the Developer’s Certificates.  
- The Developer’s Certificate has been added as requested.  
 

17. Invasives control with supplemental native plantings will be required/conditioned as part of 
future submissions.  
- Acknowledged.  

PFCP Sheet 2 

1. Provide M-NCPPC Approval Stamp Placeholder (The top left corner of all drawings must be 
reserved for the Planning Department’s electronic stamp).  
- The block for the approval stamp has been added as requested.  
 

2. The plan drawing must contain the Developer’s Certificates. 
- The Developer’s Certificate has been added as requested.  
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3. Provide the preparers’ certifications on the next submission.  
- The preparer’s certifications have been added as requested.  
 

4. General cleanup needed; sheet has extraneous lines, illegible text in title block, etc. 
- These elements have been cleaned up as requested.  

General 

1. Variance request will be reviewed after updates are made with input from arborist and the 
overall comments herein are addressed (changes in tree removals/ retention anticipated).  
- Acknowledged.  
 

2. The application proposes residential units along an arterial roadway and a noise analysis will be 
needed at time of Preliminary Plan submission.  
- Acknowledged.  

 

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 

Reviewer: Andrew Kohler (MCDPS) 

1. A Stormwater Management Concept will be required at the Preliminary/Site Plan.  
- Acknowledged.  

 

DHCA 

Land Use Report states there will be 63 MPDUs evenly distributed across all categories, please provide 
proposed calculation of MPDU distribution with this in mind: 

1. Memory Care beds may not fit the definition of a dwelling unit (certain square footage, full 
kitchen, etc.) and would likely not need to be provided as MPDUs. 
- Understood and acknowledged.  
 

2. If the assisted living units do meet the regulation definition of a dwelling unit and require 
MPDUs (this goes for the independent living as well) we may run into some concerns regarding 
what type of additional care someone who needs an MPDU afford. This topic has been coming 
up for us more frequently and might be something we have to talk through.  
- We understand that this is a concern, and have begun discussions with DHCA Staff to begin 

addressing this matter which ultimately will be resolved at Site Plan. 
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Town of Chevy Chase 

- A copy of a letter to the Town of Chevy Chase, which includes detailed responses its 
November 10, 2022 letter, have been provided with the resubmission (See Attachment “A”). 

 
Very truly yours, 

Lerch, Early & Brewer, Chtd.  

 

Steven A. Robins    

 

Elizabeth C. Rogers  
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Attachment “A” 
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VIA EMAIL 

 

 

 

December 5, 2022 

  
Mr. Barney Rush 
Mayor, Town of Chevy Chase 
4301 Willow Lane 
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 
 
Re: Corso Chevy Chase – LMA Application 
 

Mr. Mayor: 

We are in receipt of your November 10, 2022 letter to Grace Bogdan, AICP of the Montgomery County 
Planning Department pertaining to the Local Map Amendment (LMA) Submission of the Corso Chevy 
Chase redevelopment. We have had an initial meeting with County staff regarding the LMA Submission 
and have made good progress towards understanding County-wide planning goals related to the 
redevelopment. As the LMA review process moves forward, we will continue to consider both Town and 
County-wide contexts to refine LMA elements and as such, we have made some modification to the 
LMA Submission and included the related documents with this letter. 

In addition, we have included here individual responses to the items highlighted in your November 10, 
2022 letter: 

Building Height 

We have included with the updated LMA Submission a series of site sections, which include references 
to the County’s compatibility standards.  These standards provide a baseline measurement method for 
compatibility relative to neighboring properties. As illustrated, the proposed building heights comply 
with these standards, and in many cases, greatly exceed them. 

Regardless of the regulatory standards, we believe the proposed configuration and arrangement of 
buildings and setbacks is compatible with its surrounding context.  As such, we have prepared a Building 
Height Diagram which highlights the arrangement of building heights on the property and the 
implemented compatibility setback strategy. In general, portions of buildings most visually impactful are 
4-stories (along portions of Thornapple Street, Connecticut Avenue, and the southern property line), 
with 5-story portions located inward to the property. We have also included several new perspective 
views of this configuration in context during winter and summer months. 
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Paths 

While we understand the desire to prohibit pedestrian access to Connecticut Avenue from Meadow 
Lane through the Corso Chevy Chase property, we believe it is in the best interest of Corso Chevy Chase 
residents, as well as the greater community, that the pedestrian circulation system be as comprehensive 
as possible. As such, we believe the pedestrian circulation system, as proposed, meets this intent and 
affords the greatest use and safety in this location. 

Parking 

There is no intention to have any Corso Chevy Chase residents, staff, and/or guests park on Town 
streets. We have utilized data from similar Corso properties to reasonably and accurately determine the 
number of parking spaces that will be required for the Corso Chevy Chase redevelopment.   

For example, at Corso Atlanta, which includes a similar mix of uses, there is a 1.18 parking space per unit 
ratio provided.  With this ratio, no parking occurs on neighborhood streets and the parking garage is 
never full, including on holidays.  At Corso Chevy Chase, we have proposed slightly more parking 
capacity with 545 parking spaces (including 42 tandem spaces) for 450 units, which results in a 1.21 
parking space per unit ratio.  We will continue to monitor the actual usage at Corso Chevy Chase (and 
other Galerie Living properties) in the event a different strategy needs to be explored. 

From a regulatory perspective, while not as predictive, the Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance sets 
maximum and minimum parking standards.  For Corso Chevy Chase’s uses, the Ordinance requires a 
minimum of 323 spaces and a maximum of 528 spaces.  Corso Chevy Chase is providing very close to the 
maximum number of spaces (and exceeds the maximum when counting tandem spaces) set by the 
Ordinance. 

Regardless, we are certainly open to exploring any enforcement methods, including zoned parking, to 
curb clutter on Town streets should it be an issue in the future. 

Stormwater Management 

The reference to a “Stormwater Strategy Plan” in the submitted Land Use Report was erroneous. It 
should have stated “Stormwater Strategy.” This nomenclature has accordingly been updated in the text 
of the Land Use Report.  As previously committed, the Town (and its engineer) will be provided any 
stormwater calculations/physical plans when there is something material to review, beyond illustrative 
concepts. 

Building Materials 

We concur that EFIS is not the most suitable exterior building material for use at Corso Chevy Chase and 
have added a restriction to this effect to the applicable binding element on the Floating Zone Plan.  
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Fencing 

While there is no disagreement that fencing should be shown on the Certified Site Plan, the 
configuration of fencing is a County requirement of a Site Plan Submission, and therefore we believe 
does not necessitate a binding element to that effect as part of the LMA Submission.  Regardless, and to 
provide some clarity at this stage, we have included a Fencing Diagram Exhibit which illustrates the 
location and character of the fencing at Corso Chevy Chase. We will continue to refine these elements as 
the design evolves and look forward to feedback from the Town, when available. 

Exterior Lighting 

The use of the word “minimization” was intended to grant flexibility to the lighting design at this stage, 
knowing that design of the pedestrian network will be refined during the Site Plan process and safety 
(including the use of lighting) will be a material component of that design. A Site Lighting Plan will be 
included as part of the Site Plan submission, and we will certainly incorporate feedback from the Town 
(and adjacent neighbors) on its components at the appropriate time. 

Commercial Space and Use 

We appreciate and support collaboratively crafting the commercial use program to benefit both Corso 
Chevy Chase residents and the local community. We feel details related to this concept are more 
appropriately handled as part of a separate Memorandum of Understanding between the Town and 
Corso Chevy Chase, rather than as part of the LMA process, and we look forward to discussing the 
concept in detail at that time. 

 

Again, we look forward to continuing to collaborate throughout the next step(s) in this process. 

 
Best Regards,  
 

 
Grant Epstein  
President 
Community Three 
 
cc:  Grace Bogdan, AICP, Montgomery County Planning Department 
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